This Force Structure Announcement addresses the Air Force’s Fiscal Year 2011 (FY11) force structure, realignment, and management actions supporting the FY11 President’s Budget (PB) submission. The FY11 Force Structure Announcement supersedes all previous force structure announcements and Air Force Roadmaps to include the FY08 Roadmap. This announcement outlines the civilian and military personnel changes and reassignment of aircraft at Air Force bases for the upcoming fiscal year and includes base and statewide summation impacts. It includes prior year programmatic actions that impact force structure in FY11, but doesn’t include Future Years Defense Program (FYDP) data for FY12 and beyond. The document specifies the force structure changes experienced by the Total Force; active duty, Air Force Reserve, and Air National Guard.

Executive Summary

This announcement captures net Total Force manpower authorization changes of over 13,200 positions including approximately 2,450 active duty, 9,205 civilians, 1,320 Air Force Reserve and 225 Air National Guard positions. Prior year programmatic actions account for over 90% of the changes experienced by the Total Force. Several prior year actions were key drivers including contractor-to-civilian conversions (34%), BRAC 2005 directed Joint Basing actions (16%), Air Force Reserve end-strength increase (12%) and increases in Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance manpower (11%). Details of the majority of prior year actions affecting FY11 include (but are not limited to):

- 2005 Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) actions – Implementation of 2005 BRAC decisions has impacts across the Total Force.
  - Joint Basing – The 2005 Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) directed the realignment of Installation Support (IS) functions at 26 installations to create 12 Joint Bases.
  - National Capital Region Leased Space Realignment—Reported moves are the result of BRAC 2005 direction to realign personnel from leased spaces to Air Force installations within the National Capital Region (NCR).
  - Large Civilian Centers (LCC) – In accordance with BRAC 2005, the Large Civilian Centers will be realigned to the Air Force Personnel Center (AFPC) at Randolph AFB. All LCC manpower positions will remain at their current locations operating as geographically separated units assigned to AFPC.
• Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) – The Air Force continues to rapidly increase its ISR capability and capacity to support combat operations. The Air Force will reach 50 Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) continuous combat air patrols (CAPs) in theater by the end of FY11 and continue increasing the total number of RPA platforms to enable fielding up to 65 CAPs by the end of FY13.

• The Air Force Reserve—Increasing end-strength to relieve stressed career fields in Air Force Reserve Security Forces Squadrons, Civil Engineer Squadrons, and Civil Engineer RED HORSE Squadrons.

• Nuclear Enterprise - The first Air Force priority during the last two years has been to reinvigorate the stewardship, accountability, compliance, and precision within nuclear deterrence operations. The Air Force continues to strengthen the Nuclear Enterprise.

• Acquisition Excellence - Initiative to recapitalize the Acquisition workforce to ensure we have the right number of people with the right experience. The Air Force continues to make progress within the Acquisition Improvement Plan.

• Irregular Warfare/Building Partnerships – The Air Force continues to seek opportunities to develop partnerships around the world and to enhance long-term capabilities through security cooperation to win today’s joint fight.

• Aircraft Maintenance Manpower Standards Application – Application of current Air Force-approved weapon system Logistics Composite Models (LCOMs) manpower determinants.

• Security Forces (SF) – The increase of civilian security forces for Joint Base access control serves to realign military to SF squadrons, thus, resulting in greater combat capability and decreasing of home station risks.

• Cyber Technology – The Air Force continues to develop and institutionalize cyberspace capabilities and integration into the Joint cyberspace structure as well as maintain future commitments to achieve cyberspace superiority.

• Communication and Information Systems – Realignment of theater-wide command and control (C2) communication & information systems enables efficient and effective exploitation of the air, space, and cyber domains. Matching the range and flexibility of air, space, and cyberspace power to effectively meet tactical requirements requires a linked C2 structure at all echelons.

• Centralized Registered Equipment Management System (CREMS) – Air Force equipment transformation realigning positions from major commands to Air Force Element Vehicle and Equipment Management Support Office in order to centralize support for equipment management.

• Joint Personal Property Shipping Office (JPPSO) Regionalization – Initiative to regionalize base Traffic Management Flight (TMF) back-office processes to JPPSOs.
New FY11 programmatic actions account for almost 10% of the changes experienced by the Total Force. Initiatives supporting the health and well-being of the Total Force account for almost half of the personnel impacts from new initiatives. Details of the majority of new programmatic actions affecting FY11 include (but are not limited to):

- **Fitness Assessment Cells** – Base-level fitness assessment cells (manned by civilian personnel) to standardize testing throughout the Air Force and to balance health and fitness for Airmen.
- **Warfighter and Family Services** – Developing and caring for our Airmen and their Families. The Air Force continues to expand its efforts to improve the resiliency of Airmen and their families before and after deployments.
- **Sexual Harassment Prevention Program** – The increase of civilian Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AF OSI) Agents to support the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Program.
- **Public Affairs (PA)** – Additional Public Affairs officer billets to help restore communications capability for commanders.
- **Organizational Consolidation & Workload Alignment (OCWA)** – Initiative to reduce or eliminate duplication of efforts across the Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) and to develop core competencies and centers of gravity within AFMC.
- **C-130 Force Structure**—The Air Force will be implementing a plan to establish an Air Reserve Component (ARC) association at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas. This will include the temporary movement of some Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve aircraft to establish an ARC C-130 Formal Training Unit to meet the Air Force’s Total Force training needs. Over time, as new C-130Js continue to enter the fleet, the legacy C-130 training requirements will decrease; this will allow C-130s from the Reserve Component to return to their home units. This approach will allow the Reserve components, which maintain approximately 67 percent of the C-130 force structure, to perform a larger role in C-130 Schoolhouse training, while providing the opportunity to retire older model C-130s and reallocate active duty end strength from the C-130 Schoolhouse to meet other emerging personnel requirements. We will continue to analyze the allocation of tactical airlift force structure between the Active and Reserve Components to ensure we have the best allocation of assets to meet the nation’s war fighting requirements and to meet the needs of the states. Implementation of this option will be pending Congressional actions on the FY11 PB.

This announcement also captures changes to the Air Force’s aircraft inventory. This announcement reflects the retirement of 59 aircraft including 28 C-130Es, seven C-21As, two MC-130Es, three C-9Cs, 17 C-5As and two T-43s. Some of the retirement actions are pending based on the FY10 NDAA. This announcement also reflects the addition of 137 aircraft including eight C-130Js, 10 C-17s, six C-27Js, one C-37B, three CV-22s, 19 F-22As, 11 F-35As, four MC-130Js, 16 MQ-1s, 29 MQ-9s, five RQ-4Bs and 25 T-41Ds.
Pending basing actions that are still in the Air Force’s Strategic Basing Process are not included in this Force Structure Announcement. A complete list of all pending actions and associated completion timelines are contained in the Appendix at the end of this document. The following summary of pending basing actions are not included in this announcement:

- MC-12W Project Liberty
- Growth to 65 RPA Combat Air Patrols (CAP) (incl. MQ-9 Operations)
- F-35A Operational and additional Training locations
- C-27J Formal Training Unit (FTU) and additional Operational Units beyond the first six bases announced in June 2008
- C-17 Basing
- The Air Force will retire 12 C-5As from the Air National Guard and convert one C-5A unit to C-17s. The Air Force Strategic Basing-Executive Steering Group (SB-ESG) is evaluating the three Air National Guard C-5A units (105th AW, 164th AW & 167th AW) to determine the best candidate for conversion.

The following workforce mix decisions and programmatic actions are not included in this announcement:

- Follow-on missions for bases impacted by the Combat Air Forces (CAF) restructure
- Light Mobility Aircraft (LiMA)
- Light Attack Armed Reconnaissance Aircraft (LAAR)
- KC-X Tanker
- Additional Contractor-to-Civilian conversions (i.e. RMD 802) awaiting conversion analysis
- The Air Force is in the process of evaluating the best way to base the F-22 fleet and ensure the combat readiness of this weapon system. The process is on-going and not addressed in this announcement.
- The final manpower numbers associated with establishing the ARC C-130 Formal Training Unit at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas are still being developed and are not addressed in this announcement.

Unless otherwise noted in the narrative, all aircraft numbers depicted on the individual State slides are Primary Aircraft Authorizations (PAA).

Note1: In reference to Air Force Reserve (AFR) manpower authorizations, “AGR” (Active Guard and Reserve) equates to full-time military authorizations. “Drill” indicates part-time military authorizations. “Civilian” refers to federal civil service (Title V) authorizations. “ART” refers to dual-status civilian Air Reserve Technicians whose incumbents are also required to fill a corresponding drill authorization.

Note2: In reference to Air National Guard (ANG) manpower authorizations, "AGR" (Active Guard and Reserve) equates to full-time military authorizations. “Drill” indicates part-time military authorizations. "Civilian” refers to federal civil service (Title V)
authorizations. “Civilian technician” refers to dual status civilian technician authorizations whose incumbents are also required to fill a corresponding drill authorization.
ALABAMA

Total state impact is a decrease of 12 military positions and an increase of 89 civilian positions.

Birmingham International Airport – No manpower impacts.

Dannelly Field - No manpower impacts.

Fort Rucker – Headquarters, Air Force Materiel Command operating location decreases by one military position and increases by one civilian position in support of a military-to-civilian conversions.

Maxwell Air Force Base/Maxwell Air Force Base-Gunter Annex – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 55 civilian positions. The Electronic Systems Center increases by 33 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 42nd Air Base Wing decreases by two military and four civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by three civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases by one military position and decreases by one civilian position as a result of the defense health program adjustments. Gunter Annex decreases by ten military positions and increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is a decrease of 11 military positions and an increase of 88 civilian positions.

Air Force Reserve - One C-130 from the 908th Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

ALASKA

Total state impact is an increase of 202 military positions, an increase of 96 civilian positions, and a transfer of 752 civilian positions from the Army.

Eielson Air Force Base – The 354th Fighter Wing increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; and decreases by one military position as a result of vehicle management centralization (CREMS). Total impact is a decrease of one military position and an increase of three civilian positions.

Elmendorf Air Force Base – Implementation of Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson results in an increase of 11 military and 78 civilian positions and a transfer of 752 civilian positions from the Army. Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase
of seven civilian positions. The AF Office of Special Investigations increases by one civilian position in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. The Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Agency decreases by two military and increases by two civilian positions due to ISR adjustments. The 3rd Wing increases by 195 military positions as a result of aircraft maintenance standards application and increases by five civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell. The 732d Air Mobility Squadron decreases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Air National Guard—The 176th Wing increases by 264 AGR, 248 civilian technician and 1,064 drill positions as a result of a BRAC 2005 decision to realign all manpower from Kulis Air Guard Station to Elmendorf AFB. Total impact is an increase of 203 military, an increase of 341 civilian, an increase of 264 ANG AGR, an increase of 1,064 ANG drill and a transfer of 752 civilian positions from the Army.

Air National Guard—The 176th Airlift Wing relocates to Elmendorf AFB from Kulis AGS resulting in the addition of three HC-130N, five HH-60G, and eight C-130H primary aircraft authorizations (PAA). Four additional C-130H aircraft from CONUS units will augment the eight aircraft from Kulis AGS to create a 12 PAA C-130 unit.

Kulis Air Guard Station—Air National Guard—The 176th Airlift Wing decreases by 264 AGR, 248 civilian technician and 1,064 drill positions as a result of a BRAC 2005 decision to realign all manpower from Kulis Air Guard Station to Elmendorf AFB. This action completes the closure of Kulis AGS as directed by BRAC 2005. Total impact is a decrease of 248 civilian, a decrease of 264 ANG AGR, and a decrease of 1,064 ANG drill positions.

The 176th Airlift Wing will relocate three HC-130N, five HH-60G helicopters, and eight C-130H aircraft to Elmendorf AFB to implement changes directed by the 2005 BRAC.

Arizona

Total state impact is a decrease of nine military, an increase of 127 civilian, an increase of two AFR AGR, and an increase of 380 AFR drill positions.

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base—The 12th Air Force decreases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by one civilian in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. The 355th Fighter Wing increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; decreases by three military and one civilian due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; decreases by five military positions in support of integrated communications and information systems realignments; increases by five civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one
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civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; and increases by one civilian position for security forces manpower realignments.  

**Air Force Reserve**—Increases 102 ART positions and 313 drill positions due to the A-10 total force integration (TFI) mission and increases by two AGR positions and 54 drill positions to establish a new Security Forces Squadron to support the 305th Rescue Squadron.  

**Air National Guard**—The 214th Reconnaissance Group increases by eight AGR positions and 18 drill positions due to a realignment of resources from the divestiture of the Headquarters Arizona Air National Guard High Altitude Observable (HAO) balloon mission. Total impact is a decrease of eight military, an increase of 109 civilian, an increase of two AFR AGR, an increase of 367 AFR drill, an increase of 8 ANG AGR, and an increase of 18 ANG drill positions.  

**Luke Air Force Base** - The 56th Fighter Wing decreases by one military position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by four civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; and increases by six civilian positions as a result of defense health program adjustments. **Air Force Reserve**—The 944th Fighter Wing increases by 13 drill positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. Total impact is a decrease of one military position, an increase of 11 civilian and an increase of 13 AFR drill positions.  

**Mesa Air Station**—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of seven civilian positions.  

**Phoenix-Sky Harbor International Airport** - **Air National Guard**—Headquarters, Arizona Air National Guard decreases by eight AGR positions and 18 drill positions due to the divestiture of the High Altitude Observable (HAO) balloon mission.  

**Tucson International Airport** – No manpower impacts.  

**ARKANSAS**  
Total state impact is a decrease of two military, an increase of 24 civilian and a decrease of seven ANG drill positions.  

**Fort Smith Regional Airport** - **Air National Guard**—The 188th Civil Engineer Squadron decreases by three civilian technician positions and seven drill positions as a result of a BRAC 2005 decision to divest a Regional Training Site.  

**Little Rock Air Force Base** –The 19th Airlift Wing increases by four civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; decreases by one military position as a result of vehicle management centralization (CREMS); decreases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments; and increases by one
civilians position as a result of defense health program adjustments. **Air National Guard**—The 189th Airlift Wing increases by 22 civilian technician positions as a result of an increase in C-130 force structure. Total impact is a decrease of two military positions and an increase of 27 civilian positions.

The 19th Airlift Wing loses 13 C-130Es due to scheduled aircraft retirements. It gains 11 C-130Hs as replacements. The 314th Airlift Wing loses 15 C-130Es due to scheduled aircraft retirements. The Wing also gains a net of three C-130J aircraft. **Air National Guard**—The 189th Airlift Wing will receive its ninth 2005 BRAC directed C-130H.

**Air National Guard/Air Force Reserve**—Little Rock will temporarily receive 18 C-130Hs from multiple Guard and Reserve locations to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established.

**CALIFORNIA**

Total state impact is an increase of 387 military, an increase of 902 civilian, an increase of two AFR AGR and an increase of 52 AFR drill positions.

**Beale Air Force Base**—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of ten civilian positions. The 9th Reconnaissance Wing decreases by two military and one civilian position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; increases by three civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by seven civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; and increases by 21 military positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. ISR adjustments result in an increase of 265 military positions and one civilian position. **Air Force Reserve**—The 940th Security Forces Squadron increases by 15 drill positions. Total impact is an increase of 285 military, an increase of 20 civilian and an increase of 15 AFR drill positions.

The 9th Reconnaissance Wing gains five RQ-4B RPA with airframes based to support overseas reconnaissance support to COCOMs and Overseas Contingency Operations.

**Channel Islands Air Guard Station**—No manpower impacts.

**Edwards Air Force Base**—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 362 civilian positions. The Air Force Flight Test Center decreases by one civilian position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments and decreases three military positions and increases three civilian positions due to military-to-civilian conversions. The 412th Test Wing increases one civilian due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The 95th Air Base Wing decreases two civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; decreases by one military position as a
result of the Joint Personal Property Shipping Office regionalization; increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases 29 military positions in support of security forces manpower requirements; and increases 17 military positions due to additional base operating support (BOS). Total impact is an increase of 42 military and an increase of 366 civilian positions.

Gliders (TG-10A, TG-10D and TG-14A) are no longer in test program use and are being stored awaiting final disposition. The 31st Test and Evaluation Squadron (TES) gains one F-35 primary aircraft authorization (PAA).

Encino City – No manpower impacts.

Fresno Yosemite International Airport – No manpower impacts.

Los Angeles Air Force Base - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 109 civilian positions. The Space and Missile Systems Center increases by 117 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 61st Air Base Wing increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell. Total impact is an increase of 228 civilian positions.

March Joint Air Reserve Base—Air Force Reserve—The 452d Air Mobility Wing increases by two AGR positions and 24 drill positions in support of civil engineer manpower requirements.

Moffett Field – No manpower impacts.

Onizuka Air Force Station—In the final phase of implementing the BRAC 2005 decision to close this installation and move the mission to Vandenberg Air Force Base, manpower decreases by two military and 36 civilian positions.

Palmdale—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 187 civilian positions.

Port Hueneme—The 345th Training Squadron increases by eight civilian positions as a result of the memorandum of agreement (MOA) with Defense Intelligence Agency.

Presidio of Monterey - The 517th Training Group increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell.

Sacramento - No manpower impacts.

San Diego – The 703rd Aeronautical Systems Group increases by three civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments.
Travis Air Force Base – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of one civilian position. The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by one civilian position in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by two military positions as a result of defense health program adjustments. The 60th Air Mobility Wing increases by six civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; decreases by four civilian positions as a result of the Joint Personal Property Shipping Office regionalization; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases by two military positions as a result of miscellaneous program adjustments; and decreases by two military positions as a result of defense health program adjustments. The 615th Contingency Response Wing increases by 30 military positions as a result of Building Partnerships initiatives. Air Force Reserve—The 349th Air Mobility Wing increases by 13 drill positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. Total impact is an increase of 31 military, an increase of six civilian and an increase of 13 AFR drill positions.

Vandenberg Air Force Base - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 111 civilian positions. The 30th Space Wing increases by three civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by three civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; increases by 31 military positions in support of security forces manpower requirements; and increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of 31 military positions and 118 civilian positions.

COLORADO

Total state impact is a decrease of 65 military positions, an increase of 496 civilian, an increase of three AFR AGR and an increase of three AFR drill positions.

Boulder—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of nine civilian positions.

Buckley Air Force Base – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 17 civilian positions. The Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Agency decreases by one military position and increases by one civilian position due to ISR adjustments. The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by two civilian positions due to ISR adjustments. The 460th Space Wing increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell and increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services. Air Force Reserve—The 8th Space Warning Squadron increases by two AGR positions added to support a fixed back-up site (alternate location). Total impact is a decrease of one military, an increase of 23 civilian and an increase of two AFR AGR positions.
Cheyenne Mountain Air Force Station—The 721st Security Forces Squadron increases by 28 military positions in support of security forces manpower requirements.

Colorado Springs - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 15 civilian positions.

Denver – No manpower impacts.

Fort Carson - The 13th Air Support Operations Squadron increases by 28 military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.

Peterson Air Force Base—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 271 civilian positions. The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by two civilian positions in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. The Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Agency decreases by two military positions and increases by two civilian positions due to ISR adjustments. Headquarters, Air Force Space Command decreases by 93 military positions as a result of mission transfer to Air Force Global Strike Command. The 21st Space Wing increases by five civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by nine civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; increases by ten military positions in support of security forces manpower requirements; and decreases by one military position with the implementation of miscellaneous program adjustments. The 850th Electronic Systems Group increases by one AGR position and three drill positions. Total impact is a decrease of 88 military, an increase of 300 civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR and an increase of three AFR drill positions.

The 311th Airlift Squadron will lose one C-21A from their Primary Aircraft Authorization (PAA) as a result of FY11 PB force structure divestitures.

Pueblo - No manpower impacts.

Schriever Air Force Base - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 101 civilian positions. The 50th Space Wing increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell. Total impact is an increase of 103 civilian positions.

United States Air Force Academy (USAFA) - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 24 civilian positions. The USAFA decreases by seven military positions and increases by seven civilian positions due to military-to-civilian conversions.
and increases by two military positions in support of additional permanent professor authorizations. The 10th Air Base Wing increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services and decreases by 27 military positions and increases by 14 civilian positions as a result of defense health program adjustments. Total impact is a decrease of 32 military positions and an increase of 46 civilian positions.

The Air Force Academy will acquire 25 T-41Ds in support of the Powered Flight Program.

CONNECTICUT

Total state impact is an increase of 33 ANG drill positions.

Bradley International Airport –Air National Guard—The 103rd Logistics Readiness Squadron increases by 33 drill positions as a result of adjusting manpower to support changed operational requirements based on BRAC 2005 actions.

DELAWARE

Total state impact is an increase of 13 military positions and an increase of 39 civilian positions.

Dover Air Force Base –The Precision Measurement Equipment Laboratory (PMEL) A-76 competition results in a decrease of seven civilian positions. The Air Force Mortuary Affairs Operation increases by 14 military positions and 41 civilian positions due to resource realignments for mortuary affairs. The 436th Airlift Wing decreases by two military positions as a result of the Joint Personal Property Shipping Office regionalization; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; increases by three civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; and increases by one civilian position as a result of the defense health program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of 13 military positions and an increase of 39 civilian positions.

The 436th Airlift Wing assigned C-5Bs are undergoing modernization under the C-5 Reliability Enhancement and Re-engineering Program (RERP). This program replaces 70-plus items, to include the engines on the C-5B. Aircraft that are modified under this program are re-designated as C-5Ms. The seventh C-5B will finish conversion to a C-5M in FY11.

New Castle County Airport – No manpower impacts.
**Air National Guard** - One C-130 from the 166th Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

**DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA**

Total District impact is a decrease of 92 military, an increase of 293 civilian and a *transfer* of 306 civilian positions to the Navy.

**Bolling Air Force Base** – Implementation and support of Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling result in a decrease of 87 military positions, increase of 251 civilian positions, and a *transfer* of 306 civilian positions to the Navy. Bolling AFB increases by five military positions and 24 civilian positions due to the BRAC 2005 direction to realign manpower from leased space to Air Force installations within the National Capital Region (NCR). Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of three civilian positions. Headquarters, United States Air Force increases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Central Adjudication Facility decreases nine military positions and increases 12 civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Intelligence Analysis Agency increases eight civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Air Force District of Washington Headquarters decreases by seven civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments and increases by six civilian positions as a result of the defense health program adjustments. The 11th Wing decreases by two military and four civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. Total impact is a decrease of 92 military, an increase of 293 civilian and a transfer of 306 civilian positions to the Navy.

**Washington DC City** – No manpower impacts.

**FLORIDA**

Total state impact is an increase of 397 military, an increase of 938 civilian, an increase of two AFR AGR and an increase of 53 AFR drill positions.

**Cape Canaveral** - No manpower impacts.

**Duke Field –Air Force Reserve**—The 919th Special Operations Wing (919 SOW) increases by three ART positions and ten drill positions. These positions were added to continue the on-going re-missioning of the 919 SOW. This manpower is added to Joint Special Operations Air Component (JSOAC) Total Force Integration Initiative aligned under the 919 SOW. The 919th Civil Engineer Squadron increases by eight drill
positions. Total impact is an increase of three civilian positions and an increase of 18 AFR drill positions.

The 919th Special Operations Wing loses two MC-130Es due to scheduled retirements.

**Eglin Air Force Base** — Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 208 civilian positions. The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by two civilian positions in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by two civilian positions as a result of Medical Cost Recovery mission consolidation and increases by one military position as a result of defense health program adjustments. The Air Force Seek Eagle Office increases two civilian positions for miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Armament Center increases by 56 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 33rd Fighter Wing increases by 260 military positions and three civilian positions in support of the F-35 force structure growth. The 96th Air Base Wing decreases by four military positions as a result of the Joint Personal Property Shipping regionalization; increases by five civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by eight civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; decreases by two military and three civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; and increases by 43 military and 22 civilian positions as a result of defense health program adjustments. The 53rd Wing decreases by six military positions as a result of security forces manpower realignments. The 46th Test Wing increases by 12 military positions to support Guardian Angel manpower requirements and decreases by two military and increases by two civilian positions due to military-to-civilian conversions. The 951st Electronic Systems Group decreases by one military and increases by one civilian position due to military-to-civilian conversions. The 728th Air Control Squadron decreases by 13 military positions for miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of 288 military positions and an increase of 308 civilian positions.

The 33rd Fighter Wing gains 10 F-35As from procurement.

**Homestead Air Reserve Base** — Air Force Reserve — The 482d Civil Engineer Squadron increases by one AGR position.

**Hurlburt Field** — Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 71 civilian positions. Headquarters, Air Force Special Operations Command increases by two military positions due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts. The 1st Special Operations Wing increases by 94 military positions as a result of additional CV-22s; increases by one civilian position as a result of a BRAC 2005 decision to realign base operating support (BOS) manpower from Pensacola NAS to Hurlburt Field; increases by one military positions due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; increases by five civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness
Assessment Cell; increases by 21 civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; and decreases by one military position and increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The 505th Command and Control Wing increases by 12 military positions as a result of ISR adjustments. Total impact is an increase of 108 military positions and an increase of 99 civilian positions.

The 1st Special Operations Wing will receive two CV-22s for a total of nine primary aircraft authorizations (PAA).

Jacksonville International Airport – No manpower impacts.

The 125th Fighter Wing loses one WC-130H from backup aircraft inventory (BAI) due to mission requirements.

MacDill Air Force Base – The 6th Air Mobility Wing decreases by three military positions and one civilian position as a result of the Joint Personal Property Shipping Office regionalization; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; increases by three civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; and increases by 16 civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services. Total impact is a decrease of two military positions and an increase of 18 civilian positions.

Melbourne - No manpower impacts.

Orlando - No manpower impacts.

Patrick Air Force Base – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 83 civilian positions. The Air Force Technical Application Center increases by 17 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. ISR adjustments result in an increase of 38 civilian positions. The 45th Space Wing increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell. Air Force Reserve—The 920th Security Forces Squadron increases by one AGR position and 35 drill positions. Air National Guard—The 114th Range Operations Squadron increases by nine drill positions due to a realignment of manpower within the state to meet current space program requirements. Total impact is an increase of 140 civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR, an increase of 35 AFR drill and an increase of nine ANG drill positions.

Pensacola Naval Air Station-- Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 169 civilian positions. The 479th Fighter Group decreases by one military position as a result of defense health program adjustments. Total impact is a decrease of one military position and an increase of 169 civilian positions.

Tyndall Air Force Base – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 97 civilian positions. The Air Force Civil Engineer Support Agency decreases by two
civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Headquarters, Air Combat Command Operating Location decreases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Education and Training Command Contracting Squadron decreases two civilians due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 1st Air Force increases by one military position for Civil Air Patrol. The 325th Fighter Wing increases by four civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; decreases by two military and increases by three civilian positions in support of miscellaneous program adjustments; increases by six military and five civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; and decreases by two military and increases by two civilian positions as a result of the defense health program adjustments. Air National Guard—Headquarters, Florida Air National Guard decreases by nine drill positions in order to realign resources within the state to be used for the 114th Range Operations Squadron space program requirements. Headquarters First Air Force increases by 94 civilians due to an OSD decision to increase readiness capability for Homeland Defense. Total impact is an increase of four military, an increase of 201 civilian, and a decrease of nine ANG drill positions.

GEORGIA

Total state impact is an increase of 182 military, an increase of 84 civilian, an increase of two AFR AGR and an increase of 14 AFR drill positions.

Dobbins Air Reserve Base—Air Force Reserve—The 94th Security Forces Squadron increases by two drill positions. The 628th Civil Engineer Flight increases by 12 drill positions. The 94th Civil Engineer Flight increases by two AGR positions. Total impact is an increase of two AFR AGR and an increase of 14 AFR drill positions.

Air Force Reserve - One C-130 from the 94th Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

Fort Benning - The 15th Air Support Operations Squadron increases by eleven military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.

Fort Gordon—The Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Agency increases by 148 military positions and two civilian positions as a result of ISR program adjustments.

Fort Stewart –The 15th Air Support Operations Squadron increases by 16 military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives. The 621st Contingency Response
Wing increases by one military position as a result of Building Partnerships initiatives. Total impact is an increase of 17 military positions.

**Glynco** – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of two civilian positions. The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by one civilian position in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. Total impact is an increase of three civilian positions.

**Marietta**—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of one civilian position. The 478th Aeronautical Systems Group decreases by two military positions as a result of workload transfer per Air Force Materiel Command’s Organizational Consolidation & Workload Alignment (OCWA) effort. Total impact is a decrease of two military positions and an increase of one civilian position.

**Moody Air Force Base** – The 23d Wing decreases by one military position and two civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; increases by four civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by 14 civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; and increases by three military positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of three military positions and an increase of 16 civilian positions.

**Robins Air Force Base** – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 27 civilian positions. The Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center increases by one civilian position as a result of continuing to strengthen the Air Force’s Nuclear Enterprise. The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by one civilian position as a result of Medical Cost Recovery mission consolidation. The Air Force Medical Support Agency increases by one military position as a result of the defense health program adjustments. The Warner Robins Air Logistics Center (WR-ALC) increases by one civilian due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The 330th Aircraft Sustainment Wing increases by 30 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by two military positions and seven civilian positions as a result of workload transfer per Air Force Materiel Command’s Organizational Consolidation & Workload Alignment (OCWA) effort; and increases by eight military positions in support of the U-2 program. The 542d Combat Sustainment Wing increases by two civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments and increases by three civilian positions as a result of workload transfer per Air Force Materiel Command’s Organizational Consolidation & Workload Alignment (OCWA) effort. The 78th Air Base Wing decreases by one military position and four civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; decreases by one military position and nine civilian positions as a result of the Joint Personal Property Shipping Office regionalization; increases by four civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; decreases by four military positions as a result of the defense health program...
adjustments and increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services. **Air Force Reserve**—Headquarters, Air Force Reserve Command decreases by two civilian positions due to a transfer of workload and manpower to AFCYBER. Total impact is an increase of five military positions and an increase of 62 civilian positions.

**Savannah-Hilton Head International Airport** – No manpower impacts.

**Air National Guard** - One C-130 from the 165th Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

**GUAM**

Total territory impact is an increase of three civilian positions.

**Joint Region Marianas (Andersen Air Force Base)**—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of one civilian position. The 36th Wing increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell. Total impact is an increase of three civilian positions.

Detachment 3, 9th Operations Group, Air Combat Command, will gain three RQ-4Bs.

**HAWAII**

Total state impact is an increase of 437 military, an increase of 24 civilian and a transfer of 546 civilian positions to the Navy.

**Hickam Air Force Base** - Implementation of Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam results in a transfer of 546 civilian positions to the Navy. Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of five civilian positions. The Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Agency increases by 242 military positions and two civilian positions due to ISR program adjustments. The 15th Air Wing increases by 156 military positions in support of the F-22 program and aircraft maintenance standards application; increases by 40 military positions in support of the KC-135 active associate unit; and increases by four civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell. The 735th Air Mobility Squadron decreases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. **Air National Guard**—The 154th Wing increases by 13 civilian technician positions to support F-22 related security manpower. Total impact is an increase of 437 military, an increase of 24 civilian and a transfer of 546 civilian positions to the Navy.
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**Air National Guard**—The 199th Fighter Squadron gains 15 F-22A primary aircraft authorizations (PAA) (two F-22As delivered in FY10). The 203d Air Refueling Squadron, 154th Wing gains four KC-135R/T PAA as a result of 2005 BRAC direction.

**IDAHO**

Total state impact is a decrease of 17 military positions and an increase of four civilian positions.

**Boise Air Terminal** – No manpower impacts.

**Mountain Home Air Force Base** – The 366th Fighter Wing decreases by one military and one civilian position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by three civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; decreases by two military positions as a result of communication and information systems mission realignments; decreases by six military positions as a result of vehicle management centralization (CREMS); and increases by one civilian position in support of security forces manpower requirements. ISR adjustments result in a decrease of eight military positions. Total impact is a decrease of 17 military positions and an increase of four civilian positions.

**ILLINOIS**

Total state impact is an increase of 64 military, a decrease of 43 civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR and an increase of 98 AFR drill positions.

**Capital Airport** – No manpower impacts.

**Naval Station Great Lakes** – No manpower impacts.

**Peoria International Airport** – No manpower impacts.

**Scott Air Force Base** – The Precision Measurement Equipment Laboratory (PMEL) and Communications Squadron A-76 competitions result in a decrease of 87 civilian positions. The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by seven civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Network Integration Center increases by 70 military positions and 4 civilian positions as a result of communication and information systems mission realignments. Headquarters, Air Mobility Command decreases by one military and increases by two civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services and decreases by five military positions and increases by five civilian positions in support of military-to-civilian conversions. The 618th Tactical Airlift
Control Center decreases by two military positions and increases by two civilian positions in support of military-to-civilian conversions. The Air Mobility Command Air Operations Squadron increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The 375th Air Mobility Wing decreases by two military positions and two civilian positions as a result of the Joint Personal Property Shipping Office regionalization; increases by five civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by three civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; and increases by four military positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. **Air Force Reserve**—The 932d Airlift Wing increases by two ART positions and six drill positions to support an aircraft maintenance initiative; increases by 15 ART positions and 47 drill positions due to a pending increase of one C-40 aircraft in FY12; and increases by one AGR position and 45 drill positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. Total impact is an increase of 64 military, a decrease of 43 civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR and an increase of 98 AFR drill positions.

**Air Force Reserve**—The 932 AW loses three C-9C PAA in FY11 as the aging C-9Cs retire as part of the 932d’s conversion to C-40s.

**INDIANA**

Total state impact is an increase of eight civilian, an increase of three AFR AGR and an increase of eight AFR drill positions.

**Fort Wayne International Airport/Smith Field Airport**—No manpower impacts.

**Grissom Air Reserve Base – Air Force Reserve**—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of eight civilian positions. The 434th Civil Engineer Squadron increases by three AGR positions and eight drill positions in support of manpower requirements. Total impact is an increase of eight civilian, an increase of three AFR AGR and an increase of eight AFR drill positions.

**Terre Haute International Airport Hulman Field**—No manpower impacts.

**IOWA**

Total state impact is an increase of two civilian positions.

**Des Moines International Airport – Air National Guard**—The 132d Fighter Wing increases by two civilian technician positions due to increased manning required for the Distributed Training Operations Center.

**Sioux Gateway International Airport**—No manpower impacts.
KANSAS

Total state impact is an increase of 49 military, an increase of 32 civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR and an increase of 170 AFR drill positions.

Forbes Field - No manpower impacts.

Fort Riley - The 10th Air Support Operations Squadron increases by 49 military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives. The 615th Contingency Response Wing increases by one military position as a result of Building Partnerships initiatives. Total impact is an increase of 50 military positions.

McConnell Air Force Base – The 22nd Air Refueling Wing increases by two military positions in support of air traffic control training; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; decreases by four military positions to support activation of 24th Air Force; increases by three civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments; and increases by one civilian position as a result of the defense health program adjustments. Air Force Reserve—931st Air Refueling Group increases by 26 ART positions and 123 drill positions for maintenance support. The 931st Security Forces Squadron increases by one AGR position and 47 drill positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. Total impact is a decrease of one military, an increase of 32 civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR and an increase of 170 AFR drill positions.

KENTUCKY

Total state impact is an increase of 43 military positions.

Fort Campbell -The 621st Contingency Response Wing increases by two military positions as a result of Building Partnerships initiatives. The 19th Air Support Operations Squadron increases by 20 military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives. Total impact is an increase of 22 military positions.

Fort Knox - The 10th Air Support Operations Squadron increases by 21 military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.

Louisville International Airport – Air National Guard— No manpower impacts.
LOUISIANA

Total state impact is an increase of 65 military, an increase of 27 civilian and an increase 138 AFR drill positions.

Barksdale Air Force Base – The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by one civilian position in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. The Air Force Weather Agency decreases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The base decreases by 23 military positions due to residual 24th Air Force manpower realignments from Barksdale AFB to Lackland AFB. The 2nd Bomb Wing increases by 89 military positions to support the activation of Air Force Global Strike Command; increases by five civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by seven civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; and decreases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Air Force Reserve—The 917th Wing decreases by 20 ART and 20 drill positions due to the reduction of three A-10 PAA in FY10; increases by 28 ART positions and 70 drill positions to support the activation of a new B-52 flying squadron; increases by 13 drill positions in support of security forces manpower requirements; and increases by six ART positions and 75 drill positions in support of the 307th RED HORSE Squadron manpower requirements. Total impact is an increase of 64 military, an increase of 27 civilian and an increase of 138 AFR drill positions.

Clinton Township - No manpower impacts.

Fort Polk - Detachment 1, 20th Air Support Operations Squadron, increases by one military position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.

Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base - New Orleans – No manpower impacts.

The 159th Fighter Wing loses WC-130H from backup aircraft inventory (BAI) due to mission requirements.

MAINE

No manpower impacts.

Bangor International Airport – No manpower impacts.
MARYLAND

Total state impact is an increase of 514 military, an increase of 436 civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR, an increase of 13 AFR drill, a decrease of 20 ANG AGR and a transfer of three civilian positions to the Navy.

Bethesda - The Air Force Medical Support Agency increases by two military positions as a result of the defense health program adjustments.

Fort Detrick – Headquarters, Air Force District of Washington Operating Location, decreases by two civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments.

Fort Meade – The Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Agency increases by 127 military positions and eight civilian positions due to ISR program adjustments.

Joint Base Andrews-Naval Air Facility Washington – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 20 civilian positions. Implementation of Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling results in a transfer of three civilian positions to the Navy. JB Andrews-Naval Air Facility Washington increases by 388 military positions and 362 civilian positions due to the BRAC 2005 direction to realign manpower from leased space to Air Force installations within the National Capital Region (NCR). The Precision Measurement Equipment Laboratory (PMEL) A-76 competition results in decreases of ten civilian positions. The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by two civilian positions in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. ISR adjustments result in an increase of one civilian position. The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by one military position as a result of the defense health program adjustments. Air Force District of Washington increases by two military positions due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander's communication efforts. The 316th Wing increases by 11 civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell and decreases by three civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 79th Medical Wing increases by 17 civilian positions as a result of the defense health program adjustments. The 89th Wing and various tenant units increase by one military position and decrease by four civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The 457th Airlift Squadron decreases by seven military positions due to the C-21A FY11 PB force structure divestitures. Air Force Reserve - The 459th Air Refueling Wing increases by 13 drill positions in support of security forces manpower requirements and increases by one AGR positions in support of civil engineering manpower requirements. Air National Guard - The Air National Guard Readiness Center decreases by 20 AGR positions due to manpower realignments in support of PBD 720. Total impact is an increase of 385 military, an increase of 396 civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR, an
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increase of 13 AFR drill positions, a decrease of 20 ANG AGR positions and a transfer of three civilian positions to the Navy.

The 457th Airlift Squadron will lose three C-21A primary aircraft authorizations (PAA) due to FY11 PB force structure divestitures. The 89th Airlift Wing will gain one C-37B PAA in Jun 10, then transfer one C-37A PAA to AFRICOM, resulting in a decrease from four C-37A aircraft to three.

Linthicum—The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by 26 civilian positions due to contractor-to-civilian conversions.

Martin State Airport – No manpower impacts.

The 175th Airlift Wing loses six C-130Js as directed by BRAC 2005. It will gain four C-27Js.

Oxon Hill - No manpower impacts.

Patuxent River—The 813th Aeronautical Systems Group increases by eight civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments.

MASSACHUSETTS

Total state impact is a decrease of six military, an increase of 203 civilian, an increase of two AFR AGR and an increase of 57 AFR drill positions.

Barnes Municipal Airport – Air National Guard—The 104th Fighter Wing increases by one civilian technician position required in the Life Support function for the F-15 program.

Chelmsford—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 8 civilian positions.

Hanscom Air Force Base - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 161 civilian positions. The Electronic Systems Center increases by 37 civilian positions as a result of improved emphasis on Acquisition Excellence; decreases by two military positions and four civilian positions as a result of workload transfer per Air Force Materiel Command’s Organizational Consolidation & Workload Alignment (OCWA) effort; and decreases by two military positions and increases by two civilian positions due military-to-civilian conversions. The 66th Air Base Wing decreases by two military and two civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence realignments; increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; and increases
by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services. Total impact is a decrease of six military positions and an increase of 197 civilian positions.

**Otis Air National Guard Base — Air National Guard** — The base decreases by three civilian positions due to the Environmental Restoration Act function centralization.

**Westover Air Reserve Base — Air Force Reserve** — The 439th Airlift Wing increases by 13 drill positions in support of security forces manpower requirements and increases by two AGR positions and 44 drill positions in support of civil engineering manpower requirements. Total impact is an increase of two AFR AGR and an increase of 57 AFR drill positions.

**MICHIGAN**

No manpower impact.

**Selfridge Air National Guard Base** — No manpower impacts.

**W.K. Kellogg Regional Airport** — No manpower impacts.

**MINNESOTA**

Total state impact is an increase of 14 civilian, an increase of three AFR AGR and an increase of 64 AFR drill positions.

**Duluth International Airport** — No manpower impacts.

**Minneapolis-St Paul International Airport — Air Force Reserve** — Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 14 civilian positions. The 934th Airlift Wing increases by 13 drill positions in support of security forces manpower requirements; and increases by three AGR positions and 51 drill positions in support of civil engineering manpower requirements. Total impact is an increase of 14 civilian, an increase of three AFR AGR and an increase of 64 AFR drill positions.

**MISSISSIPPI**

Total state impact is a decrease of two military, an increase of 42 civilian, an increase of 63 AFR drill, an increase of 11 ANG AGR and an increase of 171 ANG drill positions.

**Columbus Air Force Base** - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 90 civilian positions. The 14th Flying Training Wing decreases by two military positions
and one civilian position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; increases by two civilian positions as a result of implementing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by six military positions and four civilian positions as a result of enhancing pilot production; and decreases by two military positions and increases by one civilian position as a result of the defense health program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of three military positions and an increase of 96 civilian positions.

**Jackson-Evers International Airport** – No manpower impacts.

**Keesler Air Force Base**—The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The 81st Training Wing decreases by five military positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; increases by four civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases by ten military positions and two civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments; increases by five military and decreases by two civilian positions as a result of the defense health program adjustments; and decreases by 17 military positions and one civilian position due to the loss of C-21 aircraft.  

**Air Force Reserve**—The 403rd Wing increases by 13 drill positions in support of security forces manpower requirements and seven ART positions and 50 drill positions to support maintenance and operations support functions. Total impact is a decrease of five military, an increase of 11 civilian and an increase of 63 AFR drill positions.

The 45th Airlift Squadron loses three C-21A primary aircraft authorizations (PAA) due to FY11 PB force structure divestitures.  

**Air Force Reserve**—The 403rd Airlift Wing gains two C-130Js as part of an Active Duty Association.

**Key Field —Air National Guard**—The 186th Air Refueling Wing decreases by 55 AGR positions, 182 civilian technician positions and 440 drill positions due to the BRAC 2005 decision to remove all KC-135R force structure from Key Field. The Headquarters, Mississippi Air National Guard, increases by 18 AGR positions, 50 civilian technician positions and 284 drill positions in support of establishing an Air Operations Group at Key Field. The 186th Refueling Wing increases by 48 AGR positions, 67 civilian technician positions and 327 drill positions to support the C-27J. Total impact is a decrease of 65 civilian, an increase of 11 ANG AGR and an increase of 171 ANG drill positions.

The 186th Air Refueling Wing gains one C-27J. The 153d Air Refueling Squadron loses eight KC-135R/T primary aircraft authorizations as directed by BRAC 2005.
MISSOURI

Total state impact is an increase of 23 civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR, an increase of 23 AFR drill and an increase of 44 ANG drill positions.

Lambert-St. Louis International Airport – No manpower impacts.

Rosecrans Memorial Airport – Air National Guard—The 139th Airlift Wing increases by 20 civilian technicians and 44 drill positions due to an increase in C-130 aircraft in FY10.

Air National Guard - Two C-130s from the 139th Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

Whiteman Air Force Base - The 509th Bomb Wing increases by three civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell and increases by two civilian positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. Air Force Reserve—The 442d Fighter Wing increases by 25 drill positions and one AGR in support of security forces and civil engineer manpower requirements. The 303d Fighter Squadron decreases by two ART and two drill positions due to the reduction of three A-10 PAA in FY10. Total impact is an increase of three civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR and an increase of 23 AFR drill positions.

MONTANA

Total state impact is an increase of 48 civilian positions.

Great Falls International Airport - No manpower impacts.

Malmstrom Air Force Base - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of 43 civilian positions. The 341st Missile Wing increases by three civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell and increases by two civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services. Total impact is an increase of 48 civilian positions.

NEBRASKA

Total state impact is an increase of 45 military and an increase of 122 civilian positions.

Lincoln Airport – No manpower impacts.
**Offutt Air Force Base** - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 111 civilian positions. The Air Force Weather Agency decreases by two military positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The 55th Wing increases by five civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; decreases by three military positions and one civilian position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by three civilian positions as a result of continuing to strengthen the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; and increases by three military positions in support of modifications to the WC-135. ISR adjustments result in increases of 47 military positions. The 850th Electronic Systems Group increases by three civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. Total impact is an increase of 45 military positions and an increase of 122 civilian positions.

**NEVADA**

Total state impact is an increase of 14 military and an increase of 17 civilian positions.

**Creech Air Force Base** – No manpower impacts.

The 432d Reconnaissance Wing increases by four MQ-1 RPA and gains 14 MQ-9 RPA due to organizational transitions to support continued surge operations and growth in ISR CAPs. Manpower for the additional RPA was added in FY10.

**Nellis Air Force Base** – The United States Air Force Weapons School increases by seven military positions in support of the Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) Weapons Instructor Course (WIC) and decreases by two military positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Global Cyberspace Integration Center increases by eight military positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by one military position as a result of defense health program adjustments. The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by one civilian position in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. The 99th Air Base Wing increases by six civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by nine civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; and decreases by one military and four civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 57th Wing increases by five civilian positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. The 505th Command and Control Wing increases by one military position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives. Total impact is an increase of 14 military positions and an increase of 17 civilian positions.

**Reno-Tahoe International Airport** – No manpower impacts.
**Air National Guard** - One C-130 from the 152d Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

**NEW HAMPSHIRE**

No manpower impact.

**Pease Air National Guard Base** – No manpower impacts.

**NEW JERSEY**

Total state impact is an increase of 34 military, an increase of seven civilian and an increase of 13 AFR drill positions.

**Atlantic City International Airport** – No manpower impacts.

**Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst**—The 87th Air Base Wing increases one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; increases by five civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; and increases by three civilian positions as a result of joint basing adjustments. The 305th Air Mobility Wing increases by three military positions in support of air traffic control training and decreases by one civilian position as a result of Medical Cost Recovery mission consolidation. The 621st Contingency Response Wing increases by 30 military positions as a result of Building Partnerships initiatives. **Air Force Reserve**—The 514th Security Forces Squadron increases by 13 drill positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. Total impact is an increase of 34 military, seven civilian and 13 AFR drill positions.

**NEW MEXICO**

Total state impact is an increase of 442 military and an increase of 78 civilian positions.

**Cannon Air Force Base** - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of 17 civilian positions. The 27th Special Operations Wing increases by 59 military positions due to increases in the MQ-9 program; increases by 122 military and five civilian positions as a result of additional MC-130J aircraft; increases by 14 military positions due to increases in the PC-12/M-28 program; increases by 46 military positions as a result of gaining non-standard aviation (NSAV)-medium aircraft; increases by 36 military positions in support of security forces manpower requirements; increases by three civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by nine
civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; increases by three military positions due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; increases by 50 military positions and one civilian position to provide additional base operating support (BOS) as a result of mission growth. Total impact is an increase of 330 military positions and an increase of 35 civilian positions.

The first MC-130J squadron will stand up at Cannon Air Force Base and receive three MC-130Js in FY11. The 27th Special Operations Wing gains seven MQ-9 RPA to support continued surge operations and growth in ISR CAPs.

**Holloman Air Force Base** - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of two civilian positions. The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine decreases by seven military positions as a result of defense health program adjustments directed in BRAC 2005. The 49th Fighter Wing increases by 68 military positions due to an increase in RPA; increases by 23 military and one civilian position in support of security forces manpower requirements; decreases by one military and two civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by three civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by three civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; and decreases by one military position in support of integrated communications and information systems realignments. Total impact is an increase of 83 military positions and an increase of seven civilian positions.

The 9th Fighter Squadron gains four additional F-22As from procurement. The 49th Fighter Wing gains 12 MQ-1 RPA and four MQ-9 RPA to continue the Air Force initiative for the Formal Training Unit for MQ-1 and MQ-9 combat operators and to support continued surge operations and growth in ISR CAPs.

**Kirtland Air Force Base** - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 32 civilian positions. The Air Force Inspection Agency decreases by three military positions and increases by three civilian positions due to military-to-civilian conversions; and decreases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by one civilian position as a result of Medical Cost Recovery mission consolidation. The Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center increases by four civilian positions for the Nuclear Support Equipment Program office and increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Safety Center increases by two civilian positions supporting the MQ-9 Reaper program. The Aeronautical System Center decreases by 14 civilian positions as a result of reductions to the Airborne Laser program. The 377th Air Base Wing decreases by one military and two civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by five civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; and increases by 34 military positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. The 708th Nuclear Sustainment Squadron increases by four civilian
positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of 29 military positions and an increase of 36 civilian positions.

The 71st Special Operations Squadron will receive its sixth CV-22 during FY11. The 550th Special Operations Squadron will receive its first MC-130J in FY11.

NEW YORK

Total state impact is an increase of 25 military, an increase of 27 civilian, an increase of three AFR AGR, an increase of 21 AFR drill, an increase of one ANG AGR and an increase of 45 ANG drill positions.

Fort Drum - The 20th Air Support Operations Squadron increases by 25 military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.

Francis S. Gabreski Airport – No manpower impacts.

Griffiss International Airport — Air National Guard—The Northeast Air Defense Sector (NEADS) converts one civilian technician position to AGR due to an increased operational requirement for an AGR position.

Niagara Falls International Airport — Air Force Reserve—The 914th Security Forces Squadron increases by 13 drill positions due to security forces requirements. The 914th Airlift Wing increases by 18 civilian positions as a result of contractor-to-civilian conversions. The 914th Civil Engineer Squadron increases by three AGR positions and eight drill positions to support civil engineering requirements. Air National Guard—The 107th Logistics Readiness Squadron increases by one civilian technician and 45 drill positions as a result of adjusting manpower to support changed operational requirements based on BRAC 2005 actions. Total impact is an increase of 19 civilian, an increase of three AFR AGR, an increase of 21 AFR drill and an increase of 45 ANG drill positions.

Air Force Reserve - One C-130 from the 914th Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

Rome Lab MTC—Contractor-to-civilian conversions results in increases of nine civilian positions.

Schenectady County Airport – No manpower impacts.
**Air National Guard** - One C-130 from the 109th Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

**Stewart International Airport** – No manpower impacts.

**Syracuse/Hancock International Airport** – No manpower impacts.

The 174th Fighter Wing gains four MQ-9 RPA as part of bed down in alignment with the Total Force Integration Initiative. Airframes will be based to support Overseas Contingency Operations.

**NORTH CAROLINA**

Total state impact is an increase of two military, an increase of 44 civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR and an increase of 62 AFR drill positions.

**Charlotte-Douglas International Airport** – No manpower impacts.

**Pope Air Force Base** – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of three civilian positions. The Precision Measurement Equipment Laboratory (PMEL) A-76 competition results in decreases of two civilian positions. The 43d Airlift Wing increases by two civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases by two military positions and one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. ISR adjustments result in a decrease of three military positions. The 14th Air Support Operations Squadron increases by three military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives. The 24th Special Tactics Squadron increases by four military positions and nine civilian positions due to SOF mission growth. **Air Force Reserve**—The 440th Security Forces Squadron increases by 15 drill positions due to security forces manpower requirements and the 440th Aeromedical Formal Training Unit (FTU) increases by five ART and five drill positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of six military, an increase of 19 civilian and an increase of 20 AFR drill positions.

**Air Force Reserve** - Four C-130s from the 440th Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

**Seymour Johnson Air Force Base** – The 4th Fighter Wing decreases by two military and one civilian position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; decreases by one military position in support of integrated communications and
information systems realignments; increases by four civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; and increases by two civilian positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. The 911th Air Refueling Squadron decreases one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. **Air Force Reserve**—The 916th Security Forces Squadron increases by 13 drill positions due to security forces manpower requirements and the 916th Civil Engineer Flight increases by one AGR and 4 drill positions due to civil engineer manpower requirements. The 307th Fighter Squadron increases by 20 ART and 25 drill positions to support aircraft maintenance in alignment with the Total Force Integration Initiative. Total impact is a decrease of four military, an increase of 25 civilian, an increase of one AFR AGR and an increase of 42 AFR drill positions.

**NORTH DAKOTA**

Total state impact is a decrease of 13 military and an increase of 12 civilian positions.

**Grand Forks Air Force Base**—The 319th Air Refueling Wing decreases by one military position as a result of vehicle management centralization (CREMS); decreases by 12 military positions as a result of cyber technology manpower realignments; increases by two civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; and increases by one civilian position as a result of defense health program adjustments. Total impact is a decrease of 13 military positions and an increase of four civilian positions.

Gains two RQ-4B RPA to begin mission bed down. The 905th Air Refueling Squadron, Air Mobility Command, loses the last twelve of its KC-135R/T aircraft as directed by BRAC 2005.

**Hector International Airport**—**Air National Guard**—The 119th Logistics Readiness Squadron increases by one civilian technician position as a result of adjusting manpower to support changed operational requirements based on BRAC 2005 actions.

**Minot Air Force Base** - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of three civilian positions. The 5th Bomb Wing increases by four civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell. Total impact is an increase of seven civilian positions.

**OHIO**

Total state impact is an increase of 279 military, an increase of 952 civilian and a decrease of 19 AFR drill positions.
Mansfield-Lahm Regional Airport – Air National Guard—The 179th Logistics Readiness Squadron decreases by one civilian technician position as a result of adjusting manpower to support changed operational requirements based on BRAC 2005 actions. 

Air National Guard – The 179th Airlift Wing gains its fourth C-27J.

Rickenbacker International Airport – No manpower impacts.

Springfield-Beckley Municipal Airport – No manpower impacts.

Toledo Express Airport – No manpower impacts.

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of 435 civilian positions. The National Air and Space Intelligence Center increases by 17 civilian positions as a result of command and control (C2) program implementation; and decreases by ten military positions and increases by ten civilian positions as a result of continuing to strengthen the Air Force’s Nuclear Enterprise. ISR adjustments result in an increase of 34 civilian positions. The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine increases by 268 military positions and 138 civilian positions as a result of defense health program realignment from Brooks City Base, Texas as directed by BRAC 2005. Air Force Financial Center decreases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by two military positions as a result of defense health program adjustments and increases by one civilian as a result of Medical Cost Recovery mission consolidation. Air Force Research Laboratory increases by one civilian position in support of financial management mission realignment; and decreases by three military positions and increases by three civilian positions in support of military-to-civilian conversions. Air Force Institute of Technology increases by one military and seven civilian positions in support of Nuclear Enterprise and Cyber Technology education. The Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Agency increases by five civilian positions due to ISR adjustments. Headquarters, Air Force Materiel Command increases 26 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; and decreases by two military positions and increases by two civilian positions due to military-to-civilian conversions. The Light Combined IW System program office increases by 25 civilian positions. The Aeronautical Systems Center decreases by four military positions and increases by four civilian positions due to military-to-civilian conversions; increases by 87 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; and increases by 51 civilian positions as a result of Air Force Materiel Command’s Organizational Consolidation & Workload Alignment (OCWA) effort. ISR adjustments result in an increase of nine civilian positions. The Electronic Systems Center operating location increases by 31 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 88th Air Base Wing decreases by one military position and eight civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; and increases by four civilian positions as a result of the Fitness
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Assessment Cell. The 711th Human Performance Wing increases by 31 military positions and 72 civilian positions as a result of defense health program adjustments directed by BRAC 2005 and decreases one military position and increases one civilian position due to military-to-civilian conversions. The base decreases one military position and one civilian position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments.

**Air Force Reserve**—The 445th Security Forces Squadron increases by 13 drill positions due to security forces manpower requirements and the 445th Airlift Wing decreases by one ART position and 45 drill positions as a result of a loss of five C-5 PAA and a gain of four C-17 PAA. Total impact is an increase of 279 military, an increase of 953 civilian and a decrease of 32 AFR drill positions.

**Air Force Reserve**—The 445th Airlift Wing is scheduled to replace its ten C-5As with eight C-17s. The first four C-17s will arrive in FY11 following the retirement of five C-5As.

**Youngstown—Air Force Reserve**—The 910th Security Forces Squadron increases by 13 drill positions due to security forces manpower requirements.

**Air Force Reserve** - Two C-130s from the 910th Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

**OKLAHOMA**

Total state impact is an increase of 20 military, an increase of 199 civilian, and an increase of 13 AFR drill positions.

**Altus Air Force Base** – The Air Mobility Command Air Operations Squadron decreases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The 97th Air Mobility Wing decreases by two civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases by one military position and decreases by two civilian positions as a result of defense health program adjustments; and increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is no change.

**Norman**—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of 15 civilian positions.

**Tinker Air Force Base** – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of 56 civilian positions. The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by one civilian position as a result of Medical Cost Recovery mission consolidation. The Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center increases by one civilian as a result of continuing to strengthen the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise. The Air Force Office of Special
Investigations increases by two civilian positions in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. The Oklahoma Air Logistics Center increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The 72nd Air Base Wing increases by five civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; decreases by three civilian positions as a result of the Joint Personal Property Shipping Office regionalization; increases by three civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; decreases by three military positions as a result of defense health program adjustments; increases 23 military positions in support of security forces manpower requirements; and decreases by one military position and four civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 327th Aircraft Sustainment Wing increases by 28 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 552nd Air Control Wing increases by one civilian position in support of security forces manpower requirements; and decreases by three military positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments.

**Air Force Reserve**—The 507th Security Forces Squadron increases by 13 drill positions due to security forces manpower requirements. Total impact is an increase of 16 military, an increase of 91 civilian and an increase of 13 AFR drill positions.

**Tulsa International Airport** – No manpower impacts.

**Vance Air Force Base** - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 85 civilian positions. The 71st Flying Training Wing increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases by two military positions in support of security forces manpower requirements; increases by four military and three civilian positions as a result of enhancing pilot production; and decreases by two military positions and one civilian position as a result of defense health program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of four military positions and an increase of 90 civilian positions.

The 71st Wing loses one T-38C realigned to Backup Aircraft Inventory (BAI) in support of training requirements.

**Will Rogers World Airport** – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of two civilian positions. The Air Force Flight Standards Agency decreases by one military and increases by one civilian position in support of military-to-civilian conversions; and increases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of three civilian positions.

**OREGON**

No manpower impact.
Klamath Falls Airport -- No manpower impacts.

Portland International Airport -- No manpower impacts.

PENNSYLVANIA

Total state impact is a decrease of ten civilian, an increase of three ANG AGR and a decrease of 149 ANG drill positions.

Harrisburg International Airport – No manpower impacts.

Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base - Willow Grove – Air National Guard—The 111th Fighter Wing decreases by 41 AGR, 88 civilian technician and 414 drill positions due to the BRAC 2005 decision to remove all A-10 force structure (aircraft moved in FY10) from Willow Grove. The 111th Fighter Wing increases by 44 AGR, 78 civilian technician and 265 drill positions to be used to stand up an Air Operations Group at Willow Grove. Total impact is a decrease of ten civilian, an increase of three ANG AGR and a decrease of 149 ANG drill positions.

Pittsburgh International Airport – No manpower impacts.

Air Force Reserve - One C-130 from the 911th Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

PUERTO RICO

No manpower impact.

Luis Munoz Marin International Airport – No manpower impacts.

The Air Force will extend the six C-130s based at Luis Munoz through FY11 and a portion of FY12 awaiting a decision concerning a follow-on mission.

RHODE ISLAND

No manpower impact.

Quonset State Airport – No manpower impacts.
SOUTH CAROLINA

Total state impact is an increase of 58 military, an increase of 115 civilian, an increase of four AFR drill, and a transfer of 403 civilian positions from the Navy.

Charleston Air Force Base – Implementation of Joint Base Charleston results in increases of two military and 67 civilian positions and a transfer of 403 civilian positions from the Navy. The 628th Air Base Wing increases by four civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by five civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; and increases by one civilian position as a result of defense health program adjustments. The 437th Airlift Wing increases one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Air Force Reserve—The 315th Civil Engineer Flight increases by four drill positions due to civil engineer manpower requirements. Total impact is an increase of three military, an increase of 77 civilian, an increase of four AFR drill and a transfer of 403 civilian positions from the Navy.

Fort Jackson—The Eaker Center of Professional Development increases by nine military positions as a result of the Chaplain Resource Board realignment.

McEntire Joint National Guard Base – No manpower impacts.

The 169th Fighter Wing loses one WC-130H from backup aircraft inventory due to mission requirements.

Shaw Air Force Base - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 12 civilian positions. The 9th Air Force increases by 42 military and 13 civilian positions in support of 9AF Air and Space Operations Center mission requirements. USAF Central Command increases by four military positions in support of Irregular Warfare initiatives. The 20th Fighter Wing increases by one civilian position in support of security forces manpower requirements; decreases by one military and two civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by five civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; and decreases by three military positions as a result of the integrated communications and information systems realignments. The 28th Operational Weather Squadron increases by eight civilian positions for meteorological instructor requirements. The 682d Air Support Operations Squadron increases by three military positions in support of Irregular Warfare initiatives. Total impact is an increase of 46 military positions and an increase of 38 civilian positions.
SOUTH DAKOTA

Total state impact is an increase of 14 military positions and an increase of 53 civilian positions.

Ellsworth Air Force Base – Air Force Financial Services Center increases by 16 military positions and 51 civilian positions in support of financial management mission realignments. The Air Force Accounting and Finance Office decreases by one civilian position in support of financial management mission realignment. The 28th Bomb Wing increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; decreases by two military and one civilian position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by three civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; and decreases by one military position in support of integrated communications and information systems realignments. Total impact is an increase of 14 military positions and an increase of 53 civilian positions.

Joe Foss Field – No manpower impacts.

TENNESSEE

Total state impact is an increase of 158 civilian, an increase of two ANG AGR, and an increase of 42 ANG drill positions.

Alcoa Air Guard Station – No manpower impacts.

Arnold Air Force Base - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of 99 civilian positions. The Arnold Engineering and Development Center increases by one civilian position in support of financial management manpower requirements. Total impact is an increase of 100 civilian positions.

McGhee Tyson Air National Guard Base – Air National Guard-- The 134th Air Refueling Wing decreases by five civilian technician positions due to reduced maintenance manpower requirements associated with a reduction in programmed flying hours. The 134th Air Refueling Wing increases by two AGR, 22 civilian technician and 28 drill positions due to an increase in KC-135 force structure. Total impact is an increase of 17 civilians, an increase of two ANG AGR and an increase of 28 ANG drill positions.

The 134th Air Refueling Wing gains three KC-135R/T primary aircraft authorizations in FY11.

Memphis International Airport – No manpower impacts.
Nashville International Airport – Air National Guard—The 118th Airlift Wing decreases by 126 drill positions due the BRAC 2005 directed decrease in C-130s. The 118th Airlift Wing increases by 41 civilian technician and 140 drill positions to be used to activate a new intelligence production squadron. Total impact is an increase of 41 civilian technician and an increase of 14 ANG drill positions.

The 118th Airlift Wing loses four primary aircraft authorizations (PAA) and one backup aircraft inventory (BAI) C-130H as directed by BRAC 2005.

Texas

Total state impact is a decrease of 481 military, an increase of 1,352 civilian, an increase of seven AFR AGR, an increase of 60 AFR drill and a transfer of 1,231 civilian positions from the Army and Navy.

Arlington - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of two civilian positions.

Brooks City Base – Contractor-to-civilian conversions results in increases of 33 civilian positions. The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine decreases by 261 military positions and five civilian positions as a result of defense health program transfer to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio as directed by BRAC 2005. The Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence decreases by three military and 88 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments and decreases by two civilians due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Medical Support Agency increases one military position as a result of defense health program adjustments. The Air Force Outreach Program Office decreases by four civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Surgeon General Force Development Fellowship Program Office increases ten military positions as a result of defense health program transfers within the San Antonio area. The Air Force Materiel Command increases by three civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 711th Human Performance Wing decreases 31 military positions and 205 civilian positions as a result of defense health program transfers within the San Antonio area as directed by BRAC 2005. Headquarters, Air Force District of Washington operating location decreases three civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. Total impact is a decrease of 284 military positions and a decrease of 271 civilian positions.

Camp Bullis—No manpower impacts.

Dyess Air Force Base – The 7th Bomb Wing increases by one military due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication
efforts; decreases by two military positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; decreases by one military position in support of integrated communications and information systems realignments; increases by four civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; and increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services. The 317th Airlift Group decreases by 78 military due to a reduction of two C-130s, and decreases by five military positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is a decrease of 85 military positions and an increase of five civilian positions.

The 317th Airlift Group replaces 11 C-130H aircraft with nine C-130Js as part of the Air Force’s overall C-130 recapitalization program. These C-130Hs will be transferred to other bases to replace retiring C-130Es.

**Ellington Airport** – No manpower impacts.

**Fort Bliss** – The 615th Contingency Response Wing increases by one military position as a result of Building Partnerships initiatives. The 7th Air Support Operations Squadron increases by 17 military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives. Total impact is an increase of 18 military positions.

**Fort Hood** – The 3d Air Support Operations Group increases by seven military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.

**Fort Sam Houston**—Implementation of Joint Base San Antonio results in an increase of 35 civilian positions and a *transfer* of 1,231 civilian positions from the Army and Navy. The 882d Training Group increases 14 military positions as a result of defense health program adjustments directed by BRAC 2005. The 502d Air Base Wing increases by five military positions and 95 civilian positions to provide additional base operating support as a result of BRAC 2005 actions. Total impact is an increase of 19 military, an increase of 130 civilian and a *transfer* of 1,231 civilian positions from the Army and Navy.

**Goodfellow Air Force Base** – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 85 civilian positions. The 17th Training Wing decreases by two military and one civilian position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by two civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases by 19 military and one civilian position in support of the initial remote pilot training program; increases by one military position and one civilian position as a result of defense health program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of 18 military positions and an increase of 89 civilian positions.

**Greenville City** – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of three civilian positions. The 645th Aeronautical Systems Squadron increases by five civilian
positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. Total impact is an increase of eight civilian positions.

Kelly Field Annex – The Air Force Medical Support Agency decreases by one military position as a result of defense health program adjustments. The 950th Electronic Systems Group increases by 31 military and 20 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. Total impact is an increase of 30 military positions and an increase of 20 civilian positions.

Lackland Air Force Base – Implementation of Joint Base San Antonio results in an increase of 20 civilian positions. Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of 257 civilian positions. The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by two military positions as a result of Medical Cost Recovery mission consolidation. The Air Force Medical Operations Agency increases by two military positions as a result of defense health program adjustments. The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by three civilian positions due to ISR adjustments and increases by three civilian positions in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. The Air Force Real Property Agency decreases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Agency decreases by 17 military positions and increases by 17 civilian positions as a result of continuing to strengthen the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise; increases by three civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; and increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. ISR adjustments result in an increase of 11 military positions. The Air Education and Training Command Computer Systems decreases by 15 military positions due to cyber technology realignments and decreases by two military positions and increases by two civilian positions due to Lackland’s BOS reengineering efforts. The Air Mobility Command Air Operations Squadron decreases by one military position and increases by one civilian position due to military-to-civilian conversions. The 24th Air Force (24 AF) increases by 23 military positions due to residual 24 AF manpower realignment from Barksdale AFB to Lackland AFB. The 37th Training Wing increases by 13 civilian positions as a result of expeditionary training program increases. ISR adjustments result in increases of three military positions. The 502d Air Base Wing increases by seven military positions in support of security forces manpower requirements; increases by eight civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by eight civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; decreases by three military and decreases by eight civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; decreases by 222 military positions and increases by 222 civilian positions due to Lackland Base Operating Support reengineering; and increases by 40 military positions and four civilian positions to provide additional base operating support as a result of 24 AF growth. The 59th Medical Wing decreases 182 military positions and 70 civilian positions as a result of defense health program transfers within the San Antonio area as directed by BRAC 2005. The 67th Network Warfare Wing increases by 96 military positions and 13 civilian positions in support of cyber technology growth. The 688th
Information Operations Wing increases by 22 military positions and 7 civilian positions in support of cyber technology growth and increases by ten civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Cryptological Systems Group increases by 18 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. ISR adjustments result in an increase of one civilian position. The 453d Electronic Warfare Squadron increases two civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. **Air Force Reserve**—The 433d Training Squadron increases by four AGR positions, two ART positions and 12 drill positions to support the expansion of basic military training (BMT). Total impact is a decrease of 236 military, an increase of 536 civilian, an increase of four AFR AGR and an increase of 12 AFR drill positions.

**Laughlin Air Force Base**—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of 84 civilian positions. The 47th Flying Training Wing increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; increases by one military position in support of security forces manpower requirements; increases by two civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by four military positions as a result of enhancing pilot production; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; decreases by one civilian position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; and decreases by three military positions as a result of defense health program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of three military and an increase of 86 civilian positions.

**Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base Fort Worth (Carswell) — Air Force Reserve**—The 301st Fighter Wing increases three AGR and eight drill positions in EOD to provide a response capability in support of major combat, contingency and homeland defense operations; and 13 drill positions to support one additional UTC in the 301st Security Forces Squadron. The 610th Security Forces Squadron increases by three drill positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. The 810th Civil Engineer Flight increases by 24 drill positions in support of civil engineer manpower requirements. Total impact is an increase of three AFR AGR positions and an increase of 48 AFR drill positions.

**Air National Guard** - One C-130 from the 136th Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

**Randolph Air Force Base** - Implementation of Joint Base San Antonio results in an increase of 28 civilian positions. Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of 307 civilian positions. The Air Force Personnel Center increases by 172 civilian positions for Human Resources in-sourcing support and decreases by two military and one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Manpower Agency increases by 53 civilian positions for Human Resources in-sourcing support; and increases by four military and decreases by one civilian position due to
miscellaneous program adjustments. Headquarters, Air Education and Training Command increases by one military and two civilian positions as a result of continuing to strengthen the Air Force’s Nuclear Enterprise; increases by four civilian positions as a result of expeditionary training program increases; increases by four military positions and five civilian positions as a result of defense health program adjustments; and increases by two military positions and four civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. ISR adjustments result in an increase of three civilian positions. The 12th Flying Training Wing increases by 32 military and 20 civilian positions in support of multiple pilot training programs. The 502d Air Base Wing increases by three civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by two military positions due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; increases by 15 civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; decreases by three military positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; and increases by five military and 17 civilian positions in support of multiple pilot training programs. The 59th Medical Wing increases by three military positions as a result of defense health program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of 48 military positions and an increase of 631 civilian positions.

The 12th Flying Training Wing retires two T-43s due to the Combat Systems Operator course closure and move to Pensacola NAS directed by BRAC 2005.

San Antonio - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 21 civilian positions. The Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence decreases three military positions and increases three civilian positions due to military-to-civilian conversions and increases by three civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Services Agency decreases by eight civilian positions as a result of resource realignments for mortuary affairs; and decreases by one military position and three civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is a decrease of four military positions and an increase of 16 civilian positions.

Sheppard Air Force Base - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 68 civilian positions. The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by two civilian positions in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. The 82d Training Wing decreases by 18 military positions and increases by 25 civilian positions in support of integrated communications and information systems realignments; decreases by three military positions and three civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; increases by five civilian positions as a result of the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; increases by two military positions in support of increased training requirements; and increases by four military positions and by two civilian positions as a result of defense health program adjustments. Total impact is a decrease of 15 military positions and an increase of 100 civilian positions.
UTAH

Total state impact is a decrease of 11 military and an increase of 59 civilian positions.

**Hill Air Force Base** – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in increases of 46 civilian positions. The Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center increases by two civilian positions as a result of continuing to strengthen the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise. The Ogden Air Logistics Center increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Space Development and Test Wing increases by six civilian positions as a result of continuing to strengthen the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise. The 508th Aerospace Sustainment Wing increases by two military positions and decreases by 58 civilian positions as a result of Air Force Materiel Command's Organizational Consolidation & Workload Alignment (OCWA) effort; and increases by 19 civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 84th Combat Sustainment Wing increases by one civilian position as a result of Air Force Materiel Command’s Organizational Consolidation & Workload Alignment (OCWA) effort; increases by four civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments; and increases by 16 civilian positions as a result of continuing to strengthen the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise. The 75th Air Base Wing increases by four civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; decreases by one military position and increases by one civilian due to military-to-civilian conversions; increases by 17 civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; increases by one military position as a result of defense health program adjustments; and decreases by one military position and decreases by three civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. The 388th Fighter Wing increases by one civilian position in support of security forces manpower requirements. The 526th ICBM Systems Group increases by two civilian positions as a result of continuing to strengthen the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise. The 729th Air Control Squadron decreases by 12 military positions due to ISR adjustments. Total impact is a decrease of 11 military and an increase of 59 civilian positions.

**Salt Lake City International Airport** – No manpower impacts.

VERMONT

No manpower impact.

**Burlington International Airport** – No manpower impacts.
VIRGINIA

Total state impact is a decrease of 128 military, an increase of 320 civilian and a transfer of 463 civilian positions from the Army.

Arlington—Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 51 civilian positions. Headquarters, United States Air Force increases by five military and three civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments and decreases by 390 military positions and 384 civilian positions due to the BRAC 2005 direction to realign manpower from leased space to Air Force installations within the National Capital Region (NCR). The Air Force Cost Analysis Agency decreases by 16 military positions and decreases by 54 civilian positions as a result of financial management mission realignment. The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by five military and seven civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments and decreases by two military positions as a result of Medical Cost Recovery mission consolidation. Total impact is a decrease of 398 military positions and a decrease of 377 civilian positions.

Chantilly City—The National Reconnaissance Office increases by 77 civilian positions as a result of ISR adjustments.

Falls Church—Headquarters, United States Air Force decreases by five military positions and one civilian position due to the BRAC 2005 direction to realign manpower from leased space to Air Force installations within the National Capital Region (NCR). The Air Force Medical Support Agency increases by one military position and 37 civilian positions as a result of defense health program adjustments. The Air Force Materiel Command increases by two military and nine civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. Total impact is a decrease of two military positions and an increase of 45 civilian positions.

Fort Eustis—Implementation of Joint Base Langley-Eustis results in an increase of 27 civilian positions and a transfer of 400 civilian positions from the Army.

Langley Air Force Base—Implementation of Joint Base Langley-Eustis results in a transfer of 63 civilian positions from the Army. Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 121 civilian positions. The Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Agency increases by 275 military positions due to ISR program adjustments. The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases by one military position as a result of Medical Cost Recovery mission consolidation. The Air Force Targeting Center increases by 27 military and 26 civilian positions due to ISR adjustments. The Vehicle and Equipment Management Support Office increases by 22 military positions as a result of vehicle management centralization (CREMS). Headquarters, Air Combat Command increases by three civilian positions in support of security forces manpower requirements; and increases one military and one civilian position due to miscellaneous.
program adjustments. The ACC Acquisition Management & Integration Center increases by one civilian position due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments and increases by four civilian positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The ACC Communications Group decreases by one military position in support of integrated communications and information systems realignments. The 1st Fighter Wing decreases by five military positions in support of integrated communications and information systems realignments. The 480th Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Wing increases by two civilian positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. ISR adjustments result in a decrease of 45 military positions and an increase of 81 civilian positions. The 633d Air Base Wing increases by seven civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by seven civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services; increases by three civilian positions in support of security forces manpower requirements; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; and decreases by five military and four civilian positions due to Acquisition Excellence resource realignments. Total impact is an increase of 271 military, an increase of 252 civilian, and a transfer of 63 civilian positions from the Army.

Norfolk -- Contractor-to-civilian conversions results in an increase of two civilian positions.

Pentagon – Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 265 civilian positions. Headquarters, United States Air Force decreases by one military position as a result of resource realignments for mortuary affairs; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; and increases by one military position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. ISR adjustments result in an increase of ten military positions and 12 civilian positions. The Air Force Intelligence Analysis Agency decreases by 11 military positions and increases by six civilian positions in support of security forces manpower requirements. ISR adjustments result in an increase of nine civilian positions. The Air Force Real Property Agency increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The Air Force Review Board Agency increases by two military positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of one military and an increase of 294 civilian positions.

WASHINGTON

Total state impact is a decrease of three military, an increase of eight civilian and a transfer of 299 civilian positions to the Army.

Camp Murray – No manpower impacts.
**Fairchild Air Force Base** – The Air Force Legal Operations Agency increases one civilian position as a result of Medical Cost Recovery mission consolidation. The 92d Air Refueling Wing increases by three civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; increases by one civilian position in support of warfighter and family services; decreases by two civilian positions as a result of the Joint Personal Property Shipping Office regionalization; decreases by nine military positions in support of integrated communications and information systems realignments; increases by one military position due to enhancing Public Affairs (PA) manpower to support commander’s communication efforts; decreases by one civilian position as a result of Medical Cost Recovery mission consolidation; and increases by one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is a decrease of eight military positions and an increase of three civilian positions.

**Fort Lewis** – The 165th Contingency Response Wing increases by one military position as a result of Building Partnerships initiatives. The 1st Air Support Operations Group increases by one military position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives. Total impact is an increase of two military positions.

**McChord Air Force Base** – Implementation of Joint Base Lewis-McChord results in a transfer of 299 civilian positions to the Army. The 62d Airlift Wing decreases by one military position as a result of vehicle management centralization (CREMS); increases by four civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; and increases by two military positions and one civilian position due to miscellaneous program adjustments. The 627th Air Base Wing increases by two military positions due to miscellaneous program adjustments. Total impact is an increase of three military, an increase of five civilian, and a transfer of 299 civilian positions to the Army.

**WEST VIRGINIA**

No manpower impact.

**Eastern West Virginia Regional Airport** – No manpower impacts.

**Yeager Airport** – No manpower impacts.

**WISCONSIN**

Total state impact is an increase of 29 civilian, an increase of 12 ANG AGR, and an increase of 41 ANG drill positions.

**Truax Field/Dane County Regional Airport** – No manpower impacts.
General Mitchell International Airport – Air National Guard—The 128th Air Refueling Wing decreases by three civilian technician positions due to reduced maintenance manpower requirements associated with a reduction in programmed flying hours; and increases by 12 AGR, 32 civilian technician, and 41 drill positions due to an increase in KC-135 force structure. Total impact is an increase of 29 civilian, an increase of 12 ANG AGR, and an increase of 41 ANG drill positions.

The 126th Air Refueling Squadron gains three KC-135R/T primary aircraft authorizations (PAA) in FY11.

WYOMING

Total state impact is an increase of six military and an increase of 59 civilian positions.

Cheyenne Regional Airport – No manpower impacts.

Air National Guard - One C-130 from the 153d Airlift Wing will be temporarily moved to support the Air Reserve Component C-130 Formal Training Unit being established at Little Rock AFB.

F.E. Warren Air Force Base - Contractor-to-civilian conversions result in an increase of 53 civilian positions. The Air Force Office of Special Investigations increases by one civilian position in support of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program. The 90th Missile Wing increases by six military positions as a result of continuing to strengthen the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise; increases by three civilian positions as a result of establishing the Fitness Assessment Cell; and increases by two civilian positions in support of warfighter and family services. Total impact is an increase of six military and an increase of 59 civilian positions.

AMERICAN SAMOA

No manpower impact.

NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS

No manpower impact.
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APPENDIX OF PENDING STRATEGIC BASING ACTIONS
The following basing actions are currently in the Air Force Strategic Basing Process and are not reflected in the manpower and weapon system numbers provided in this FY11 Force Structure Announcement. In late 2008, the Secretary and Chief of Staff of the Air Force initiated actions to redefine how the Service approaches the analysis supporting basing decisions. This resulted in a formalized process that is deliberate, repeatable, and transparent with clearly defined roles and responsibilities at the Headquarters Air Force and Major Command levels. The Air Force Strategic Basing Process links mission requirements to installation capabilities through the application of Headquarters Air Force approved mission specific criteria across the enterprise of Air Force installations. The enterprise could encompass all major and minor installations and sites worldwide but is ultimately sized based on operational requirements and the nature of the mission being evaluated for basing. Once the enterprise has been quantitatively evaluated against the approved criteria, military judgment factors are applied, if required, to produce a proposed candidate list of bases for a specific action. After the candidate list is approved through the Air Force Corporate Structure by the Secretary and Chief of Staff of the Air Force, those locations are eligible for site surveys and are subject to the environmental impact and analysis process as a reasonable range of alternatives for the proposed basing action. Major weapon systems currently underway within the Air Force Strategic Basing process include:

**F-35A Training Base(s)**
- Current Status: Environmental Impact Statement ongoing
- Release of Criteria: September 2009
- Release of Candidate Bases: October 2009 (Boise Air Terminal AGS, Eglin AFB, Holloman AFB, Luke AFB, Tucson IAP AGS)
- Final Basing Decision: Mid CY11

**F-35A Operational Base(s)**
- Current Status: Environmental Impact Statement ongoing
- Release of Criteria: September 2009
- Release of Candidate Bases: October 2009 (Burlington IAP AGS, Hill AFB, Jacksonville IAP AGS, Mountain Home AFB, Shaw AFB-McEntire AGB)
- Final Basing Decision: Mid CY11

**MC-12W**
- Current Status: Site surveys being conducted
- Release of Criteria: March 2010
- Release of Candidate Bases: April 2010 (Altus AFB, Beale AFB, Key Field AGS, Langley AFB, Robins AFB, Whiteman AFB)
- Final Basing Decision: April 2011

**C-27J Formal Training Unit**
- Current Status: Identifying candidate bases
• Release of Criteria: April 2010
• Release of Candidate Bases: May 2010
• Final Basing Decision: October 2011

C-27J Operational Bases
• Current Status: Identifying candidate bases
• Release of Criteria: April 2010
• Release of Candidate Bases: June 2010 (First six bases announced in Jul 08 are Martin State AGS [Baltimore, MD], W.K. Kellogg Airport [Battle Creek, MI], Bradley IAP AGS [Bradley, CT], Hector Field AGS [Fargo, ND], Mansfield Lahm RAP [Mansfield, OH], and Key Field AGS [Meridian, MS])
• Final Basing Decision: October 2011

MQ-9 Remote Split Operations for Two Active Duty Squadrons
• Current Status: Site surveys being conducted
• Release of Criteria: April 2010
• Release of Candidate Bases: April 2010 (Ellsworth AFB, Langley AFB, Mountain Home AFB, Whiteman AFB)
• Final Basing Decision: June 2010

C-17 Basing for Eight Aircraft
• Current Status: Site surveys being conducted
• Release of Criteria: April 2010
• Release of Candidate Bases: April 2010 (Eastern West Virginia RAP, Memphis IAP, Stewart IAP)
• Final Basing Decision: June 2011

MQ-9 Remote Split Operations for Creech Dispersal and Remainder of 65 CAP Requirement
• Current Status: Developing criteria
• Release of Criteria: August 2010
• Release of Candidate Bases: September 2010
• Final Basing Decision: January 2012

Light Mobility Aircraft (LiMA)
• Current Status: Developing criteria
• Release of Criteria: October 2010
• Release of Candidate Bases: November 2010
• Final Basing Decision: June 2011

Light Armed Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft (LAAR)
• Current status: Developing criteria
• Release of Criteria: February 2011
• Release of Candidate Bases: June 2011
• Final Basing Decision: April 2012

Tanker
• Current status: Developing criteria
• Release of Criteria: October 2010
• Release of Candidate Bases: January 2011
• Final Basing Decision: September 2012